
How to use this passport:

Photocopy the pages back to back and cut down the middle and fold to make a booklet, the 
pages should fall in order.  You only need half the amount of the last two pages, I just 
couldn’t make it neatly fit onto 4 pages.

The cover page has a colour version and a black and white, your choice.

The page with only lines on it is for the 100 day picture, examples are posted on the wiki.  I 
punched out 100 out of construction paper using a round punch and hole punch and cut 
black strips for the 1, you could also use number stickers.  

The page with the blank 100 board is to print the date of 100 day and then a simple bingo 
game.  Put the following numbers in a bag (see below), have students draw and call out that 
number, colour the corresponding box, in the end the hidden picture that appears is the 
number 100.

22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32       34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48
50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64       66, 68, 70, 72, 74, 75, 76, 78, 79, 80

Each time we finish a challenge we glue in $100.  We begin several days before 100 day.

Our list of 100 words includes sight words we have been working on since the beginning of 
the school year and our words from our jasettes reading program.

Students can also include their own words.  This is a great pre-assessment for 2nd term 
report cards.  We read to each other over the course of a few days in groups of 3.  Even if 
students read with support that’s fine, the goal is to have a goal and meet it!  I send this 
home too for parents to sign and return.

The 100 math problems is about strategy.  The problems are simple, I am teaching my 
students strategies to find the answers they know, count on, count back, how much is zero 
and the doubles.  Some breeze through these, other’s we work together using manipulatives, 
again over a few days.

I think there are only 96 problems, the dot to dot counts as one, the finger problem in the 
book and measuring, we make up a few of our own as well.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

11

94

2

Les 
défis

1 Je monte 100 marches.

2 Je compte 100 doigts.

3 Je lis 100 mots.

4 Je résous 100 problèmes.

5 Je marche 100 pas.

6 Je mesure avec 100 cm.

100 doigts!

Combien d’amis?  

Combien de mains?  

Félicitations!
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100 problèmes! 100 pas!

76

100 problèmes! 100 pas!




